One of the earliest 'drink-and-wet' dolls, Dy-Dee was produced by the Effanbee Doll Company, from 1934 through the 1950s. This comprehensive collector's reference includes identification information for the doll, the materials associated with her, and a bonus pattern section.

"synopsis" may belong to another edition of this title. About the Author: Barbara Craig Hilliker. "About this title" may belong to another edition of this title. Collecting Toys. Back to Index. Effanbee's Dy-Dee: The Complete Collector's Book. Previous Page. Next Page. Browse Antiques & Collectibles. General. Advertising. Americana (our selection ). Dy Dee Baby vintage wood playpen. Has the pad intact and original casters still attached. Really great RARE piece to display your Dy Dees in. Can handle a 20" Dy Dee very well or a couple of smaller ones too. Measures 17" X 17" X 11". Playpen can be referenced on page 91 of Effanbee's Dy Dee The Complete Collectors Book By B Hilliker. Info states "Dy Dee Playpens were made of wood and came in pink and blue OR red and bright blue paint. Sometimes the upper rim is a natural wood color" Photo in book available as well. These playpens are not so easy to find any longer Effanbee's Dy-Dee: The Co has been added to your Cart. Add a gift receipt with prices hidden. Other Sellers on Amazon.Â I found this book and was able to have all my questions answered from which model I own to how these dolls are constructed. Is a awesome reference and history of these dolls. 1933-1950s Effanbee Dy-Dee Baby doll, 9-24" tall, earliest dolls are made with a hard rubber head, later dolls were made of hard plastic, blue, brown or green sleep eyes, real upper lashes, single stroke brows, painted lower lashes, open mouth, applied soft rubber ears, molded painted hair, soft rubber body jointed at the neck, arms and hips, First drink.Â 1-857-485 England-880-060 France-723 980 Germany-585-647 Other Pat. Pending. 1933+ F & B Dy-Dee Baby doll 11". 1933 Effanbee Little Girl doll, 9 1/2" tall, all composition jointed five piece body, molded painted hair, painted slight side glancing eyes, painted rosebud tiny mouth, wears an organdy dress with a separate slip, panties, socks and oilcloth shoes.